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Chat box transcript    
 
Shawna Clark:Hi, I am a note taker for a break out session today.  I just wanted to get logged in and 
make sure I could connect.  Do I need to mute my mic?  If so, how do I do that? 
  Maia Enzer:Welcome, Shawna! And thank you!! 
  Audrey Maclennan:Audrey Maclennan, Forest Service 
  Maia Enzer:Maia Enzer, USDA Forest Service 
  Devin McMahon:Forest Service, notetaker 
  Joshua Chapman:Josh Chapman, Forest Service 
  Cody Irish:Cody Irish, Stundent, Notetaker.  
  Andy Geissler:Andy Geissler, American Forest Resource Council 
  Emily Platt:Emily Platt, Forest Service 
  Amanda Lindsay:Amanda Lindsay, Malheur National Forest 
  Patrick Lair_Ochoco National Forest:Patrick Lair, Ochoco National Forest & Crooked River National 
Grassland 
  Paula Hood:Paula Hood, Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project 
  gina:Gina Owens is here.... 
  James Dickinson:James Dickinson, USFS - here 
  Rob Barnhart:Rob Barnhart USFS- is here 
  Tom Spies:Tom Spies here 
  Summer Kemp-Jennings:Summer Kemp-Jennings, USFS 
  Cooper Rodgers, BMBP:Cooper Rodgers, Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project  
  willy crippen:Willy Crippen - Northern Blues Cohesive Strategy Partnership  
  Barbara Garcia:Barbara Garcia, USFS PNW Regional Wildlife Ecologist and Team 21  
  Jeff Costello:Jeff Costello: Northern Blues Forest Collaborative 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Kathleen Roche, FS retired, Worked on UMA, OCH, DES, MAL 
  Darcy Weseman:Darcy Weseman, Umatilla National Forest 
  Marcy Anderson:Marcy Anderson, USFS 
  Judy Suing:Judy Suing, USFS Acting Regional Planner 
  Nikola Smith:USFS Regional Partnership Coordinator 
  Cherilyn Ashmead:Cherilyn Ashmead, Humboldt State University 
  Marilyn Miller:Miller Conservation Consulting and Deschutes Collaborative Forest Project Steering  
  Shane Jeffries:Shane Jeffries: Ochoco National Forest and Crooked River National Grassland 
  Sara-ODFW:Sara Gregory, ODFW 
  Pam Hardy:Pam Hardy, Western Environmental Law Center 
  Irene Jerome:Irene Jerome, American Forest Resource Council, John Day 
  Nick Cady:Nick Cady, Cascadia Wildlands 
  Zach Williams:Zach Williams, Iron Triangle LLC, John Day, OR 
  Alison Arnold:Alison Arnold, USFS 
  Jacob Putney:Jacob Putney, OSU Extension  
  Gayle Casselman:Gayle Casselman, Ochoco Forest Restoration Collaborative member, and 'engaged' 
citizen 
  Mike Billman:Oregon Department of Forestry 
  Brandon Houck:Brandon Houck, Umatilla National Forest, Heppner Ranger District 



  Emily Jane Davis:OSU College of Forestry and Extension, Rural Voices for Conservation Coalition 
  Tom Partin 2:Tom Partin AFRC  
  Andrea:Andrea Dolbear, Forest Service 
  Kerry Kemp:Kerry Kemp, The Nature Conservancy 
  craig 2:Craig Bienz, The Nature Conservancy 
  Susan Piper, Umatilla National Forest:Susan Piper, Umatilla National Forest, Pomeroy Ranger District 
  R. Klavins 2:Rob Klavins, Oregon Wild - Wallowa County, Oregon 
  Zach Williams:Zach Williams: Iron Trinagle 
  Rory Isbell:Rory Isbell, Central Oregon LandWatch 
  Michael Reed:Michael Reed, Acting Deputy Regional Forester, Region 6, US Forest Service 
  Judi Brawer:Judi Brawer, WildEarth Guardians 
  Dan Shively:Dan Shively, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific NW Regional Office, Director of Natural Resources 
  Jeremy Fried:PNW RMA 
  David Mildrexler:David Mildrexler, Wallowology Discovery Center, Eastern Oregon Legacy Lands 
  Brian Ratcliffe:Brian Ratcliffe, Forest Service, Washington Office Headquarters 
  Tyson Bertone-Riggs:Tyson Bertone-Riggs, Rural Voices for Conservation Coalition 
  Jordan Larson:Jordan Larson, USDA FS 
  Rick Brown:Rick Brown: Retired 
  Ralph Saperstein:Ralph Saperstein, Associatiated Oregon Loggers and Boise Cascade 
  Zach Williams:King Williams, Iron Triangle 
  Tom Montoya:Tom Monotya, Wallowa Whitman NF 
  Eric Johnston:Eric Johnston, Forest Service Regional Office 
  teri c-s:Teri Corning-Sevey - PCRD, Malheur NF -  
  Craig:Craig Trulock, Malheur NF 
  Veronica Warnock:Veronica Warnock, GHCC 
  Bill Richardson:Bill Richardson, RMEF OR & WA Lands Program Manager 
  Cat Caruso, R6 OCCE (notetaker):Cat Caruso, R6 OCCE (notetaker_ 
  Bryce Kellogg:Bryce Kellogg, The Nature Conservacny  
  Tom Casselman:Tom Casselman, Ochoco Forest Restoration Collaboative 
  Gary Bell, WA Dept of Fish & Wildlife:Gary Bell, WDFW 
  Becky Gravenmier, FS PNW station:Becky Gravenmier, FS PNW Stn/R6 
  Julia Riber:Julia Riber, USDA Forest Service, Regional Office, Planning Director 
  Doug H:Doug Heiken, Oregon Wild. Big fan of big trees. 
  Amanda Lindsay:This question is for Bryce Kellog. Could you provide me your e-mail address so that I 
can send that information I told you I would send? I tried sending it to a TNC address but it came back as 
undelivered. Thanks. 
  Pam Hardy:Other: To better understand other people's thoughts about this process 
  Rory Isbell:Other: Learn what the Forest Service's goals are for this project. 
  Carrie Spradlin 2:Silviculturist, FS Region 6 Planning, Team 21 
  Kathleen S. Roche:I am so grateful that you did this as a virtual workshop as travel is difficult for me 
and this way we all have a lower carbon footprint. 
  Mark Stern:Mark Stern The Nature Conservancy 
  R. Klavins 2:I’ve got a lot of questions on my mind today and understand others do too, so I understand 
they’ll not all be unanswered. I’ve appreciated this process so far! Especially Day 1! 
  Mike Anderson:Mike Anderson, Wilderness Society and Lakeview Stewardship Group 
  R. Klavins 2:This is often referred to as “temporary”. Isn’t it true that it wasn’t assigned an expiration 
date but rather was a placeholder until more holistic protections and plans were put in place like the 
NWFP on the west side? If so, why only look at protections for LOS & old growth in isolation at this time? 



  Barry Imler:Barry Imler: Fremont-Winema NF 
  Dave Wiley:Dave Wiley, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 
  Marilyn Miller:Question:  You have mentioned durability all three workshops.  How long do you want 
this amendment to the Eastside Screens to last? 
  Emily Platt:Marilyn - as management guidance in the NW tends to last longer than we anticipate, at 
least until forest plans are revised would be a safe assumption. 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Forest Plan amendment and monitoring experience. 
  Pam Hardy:I've been involved with a couple projects where we did a site-specific plan amendment. 
  Amanda Lindsay:Project level amendment experience. 
  Mike Anderson:very experienced with plan revisions elsewhere in the US 
  Ralph Saperstein:NA 
  Cooper Rodgers, BMBP:Project level Application  
  Bill Richardson:Followed and participated in Planning Rule Process, and engaged since then 
  Phil Chang:Phil Chang, candidate for Deschutes County Commissioner, formerly with the Deschutes 
Collaborative and with ODF 
  Kendall Cikanek:I've been involved in planning efforts on two forests under this rule. 
  Susan Jane Brown:worked on the development of the 2012 rule, defended it in court, co-chaired the 
FACA committee for implementation of the 2012 rule 
  Gary Bell, WA Dept of Fish & Wildlife:limited expeirence with forest plan revisions and project 
planning/implementation in WA state 
  Alison Arnold:Forest Plan Revision 
  Tom Partin 2: Worked with the Nez Clear to update their Forest Plan using the 2012 Forest Planning 
Regulations 
  Patty  Burel:If you have any questions about what Judy is sharing iwth you during this presentation, 
please type them into the chat pod. Thanks  
  Marilyn Miller:Question:  Who is the main wildlife biologist working on this? 
  Emily Platt:We have two wildlife biologists on our team, Barbara Garcia and Bill Gaines. 
  Mike Anderson:That was a really excellent overview of the 2012 planning rule and its relation to this 
amendment process. 
  Emily Platt:Rob had a question earlier that's hard to answer in a chat - we could talk about it in a break-
out? 
  R. Klavins 2:Process questions are very much a part of the social dynamics, and as you point out they 
are very relevant to the “durability” of whatever decision may come out of this process. The USFS has 
presented three presentations on this topic, but the moderator has sidestepped questions and 
comments asserting that they weren’t relevant. Will that change today? 
  Marilyn Miller:Question: Will there be a presentation to the Deschutes Collaborative Forest Project?  
All of my steering committee and restoraton planning members are not on these presentations 
  Mark Stern:Does an amendment to the 21" rule within the wildlife standards need to be consistent w 
Ecology Standards? 
  Emily Platt:I don't think we've intended to side-step any questions. Please put them out there and if we  
don't have time to answer them, we can alsways talk later.  
  Andrea:Mark all of the substantive requirements will be reviewed. 
  R. Klavins 2:It’s not a question, but I think it’s important for the USFS to know that this process is 
polarizing and has already been incredibly divisive in collaboratives. 
  Marilyn Miller:I don't think Karen Coulter is looking at a computer.  Can you ask her? 
  Emily Platt:Marilyn - we presented to one Deschutes collaborative group on Tuesday. Maybe there is 
another?  
  Marilyn Miller:It was brief but yes I was there. Thank you. 



  Mike Anderson:36 CFR 219.6(c) says that an assessment is optional for a plan amendment. 
  R. Klavins 2:Will important and relevant process questions be answered today? 
  Emily Platt:Rob, please ask them and we'll do our best.  
  Kathleen S. Roche:How fast do trees grow on these forests --so how long to go from 18" -21" 
  Carrie Spradlin 2:Mark Stern: Does an amendment to the 21" rule within the wildlife standards need to 
be consistent w Ecology Standards? The answer is yes - we would be amending only the Wildlife 
Standard and the 21 inch standard there. The ecology standard  (HRV analysis) is related but would still 
be in the Screens. 
  R. Klavins 2:On Monday, independent scientists raised some serious concerns about the USFS’s science 
takeaways. On Wednesday those concerns were dismissed as “minority” and “contrarian” positions. I 
don’t think they’d agree with that assessment when looking at ecological science rather than from a 
forestry perspective. How do you define them as minority views? Furthermore, aren’t minority positions 
a key piece of the best available science and the way science progresses? 
  Carrie Spradlin 2:Kathleen S. Roche: How fast do trees grow on these forests --so how long to go from 
18" -21" -- Kathleen the answer if pretty variable depending on how productive the site is where the 
trees are growing. This could be anywhere from  a handful of years to decades. 
  Andrea:Requirements specific to amending the plan can be found at 36 CFR 219.13.  NEPA 
requirements are specifically at 36 CFR 219.13(b)(3). 
  Emily Platt:R Klavins: We will be considering the full body of relevant science in our analysis,. 
  Marilyn Miller:Question for Shane:  is it possible to lower the 21 inch standard to a lower diameter. 18 
inch dbh? or is the only option to get rid of the 21 inch standard? 
  Shane Jeffries:Hi Marilyn, as I mentioned no options on the table yet, but open to all options including 
a lower standard as you describe 
  Mike Anderson:Do social attitudes toward old growth vary between urban and rural areas?   
  Marilyn Miller:Thank you Shane 
  R. Klavins 2:As you said, economics play an important role. However the screens were not about 
economics, so how do USFS sociologists and others justify changing them based on economic factors? 
  Marilyn Miller:Question for Shane:  Is it possible to have both an age standard and a diameter 
standard?  Instead of just picking one of those to use? 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Carrie Spradlin: thanks but still want a range of values.  In the last 25 years since the 
21" rule --how fast did forest trees grow.  How many addtional large trees do we have and how many 
have we lost to fire, disease and/or insects?  
  Emily Platt:R Klavins: I don't think that's a fair characterization. 
  Shawna Clark:Hi, I am a note taker for a break out session today.  I just wanted to get logged in and 
make sure I could connect.  Do I need to mute my mic?  If so, how do I do that? 
  Maia Enzer:Welcome, Shawna! And thank you!! 
  Audrey Maclennan:Audrey Maclennan, Forest Service 
  Maia Enzer:Maia Enzer, USDA Forest Service 
  Devin McMahon:Forest Service, notetaker 
  Joshua Chapman:Josh Chapman, Forest Service 
  Cody Irish:Cody Irish, Stundent, Notetaker.  
  Andy Geissler:Andy Geissler, American Forest Resource Council 
  Emily Platt:Emily Platt, Forest Service 
  Amanda Lindsay:Amanda Lindsay, Malheur National Forest 
  Patrick Lair_Ochoco National Forest:Patrick Lair, Ochoco National Forest & Crooked River National 
Grassland 
  Paula Hood:Paula Hood, Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project 
  gina:Gina Owens is here.... 



  James Dickinson:James Dickinson, USFS - here 
  Rob Barnhart:Rob Barnhart USFS- is here 
  Tom Spies:Tom Spies here 
  Summer Kemp-Jennings:Summer Kemp-Jennings, USFS 
  Cooper Rodgers, BMBP:Cooper Rodgers, Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project  
  willy crippen:Willy Crippen - Northern Blues Cohesive Strategy Partnership  
  Barbara Garcia:Barbara Garcia, USFS PNW Regional Wildlife Ecologist and Team 21  
  Jeff Costello:Jeff Costello: Northern Blues Forest Collaborative 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Kathleen Roche, FS retired, Worked on UMA, OCH, DES, MAL 
  Darcy Weseman:Darcy Weseman, Umatilla National Forest 
  Marcy Anderson:Marcy Anderson, USFS 
  Judy Suing:Judy Suing, USFS Acting Regional Planner 
  Nikola Smith:USFS Regional Partnership Coordinator 
  Cherilyn Ashmead:Cherilyn Ashmead, Humboldt State University 
  Marilyn Miller:Miller Conservation Consulting and Deschutes Collaborative Forest Project Steering  
  Shane Jeffries:Shane Jeffries: Ochoco National Forest and Crooked River National Grassland 
  Sara-ODFW:Sara Gregory, ODFW 
  Pam Hardy:Pam Hardy, Western Environmental Law Center 
  Irene Jerome:Irene Jerome, American Forest Resource Council, John Day 
  Nick Cady:Nick Cady, Cascadia Wildlands 
  Zach Williams:Zach Williams, Iron Triangle LLC, John Day, OR 
  Alison Arnold:Alison Arnold, USFS 
  Jacob Putney:Jacob Putney, OSU Extension  
  Gayle Casselman:Gayle Casselman, Ochoco Forest Restoration Collaborative member, and 'engaged' 
citizen 
  Mike Billman:Oregon Department of Forestry 
  Brandon Houck:Brandon Houck, Umatilla National Forest, Heppner Ranger District 
  Emily Jane Davis:OSU College of Forestry and Extension, Rural Voices for Conservation Coalition 
  Tom Partin 2:Tom Partin AFRC  
  Andrea:Andrea Dolbear, Forest Service 
  Kerry Kemp:Kerry Kemp, The Nature Conservancy 
  craig 2:Craig Bienz, The Nature Conservancy 
  Susan Piper, Umatilla National Forest:Susan Piper, Umatilla National Forest, Pomeroy Ranger District 
  R. Klavins 2:Rob Klavins, Oregon Wild - Wallowa County, Oregon 
  Zach Williams:Zach Williams: Iron Trinagle 
  Rory Isbell:Rory Isbell, Central Oregon LandWatch 
  Michael Reed:Michael Reed, Acting Deputy Regional Forester, Region 6, US Forest Service 
  Judi Brawer:Judi Brawer, WildEarth Guardians 
  Dan Shively:Dan Shively, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific NW Regional Office, Director of Natural Resources 
  Jeremy Fried:PNW RMA 
  David Mildrexler:David Mildrexler, Wallowology Discovery Center, Eastern Oregon Legacy Lands 
  Brian Ratcliffe:Brian Ratcliffe, Forest Service, Washington Office Headquarters 
  Tyson Bertone-Riggs:Tyson Bertone-Riggs, Rural Voices for Conservation Coalition 
  Jordan Larson:Jordan Larson, USDA FS 
  Rick Brown:Rick Brown: Retired 
  Ralph Saperstein:Ralph Saperstein, Associatiated Oregon Loggers and Boise Cascade 
  Zach Williams:King Williams, Iron Triangle 
  Tom Montoya:Tom Monotya, Wallowa Whitman NF 



  Eric Johnston:Eric Johnston, Forest Service Regional Office 
  teri c-s:Teri Corning-Sevey - PCRD, Malheur NF -  
  Craig:Craig Trulock, Malheur NF 
  Veronica Warnock:Veronica Warnock, GHCC 
  Bill Richardson:Bill Richardson, RMEF OR & WA Lands Program Manager 
  Cat Caruso, R6 OCCE (notetaker):Cat Caruso, R6 OCCE (notetaker_ 
  Bryce Kellogg:Bryce Kellogg, The Nature Conservacny  
  Tom Casselman:Tom Casselman, Ochoco Forest Restoration Collaboative 
  Gary Bell, WA Dept of Fish & Wildlife:Gary Bell, WDFW 
  Becky Gravenmier, FS PNW station:Becky Gravenmier, FS PNW Stn/R6 
  Julia Riber:Julia Riber, USDA Forest Service, Regional Office, Planning Director 
  Doug H:Doug Heiken, Oregon Wild. Big fan of big trees. 
  Amanda Lindsay:This question is for Bryce Kellog. Could you provide me your e-mail address so that I 
can send that information I told you I would send? I tried sending it to a TNC address but it came back as 
undelivered. Thanks. 
  Pam Hardy:Other: To better understand other people's thoughts about this process 
  Rory Isbell:Other: Learn what the Forest Service's goals are for this project. 
  Carrie Spradlin 2:Silviculturist, FS Region 6 Planning, Team 21 
  Kathleen S. Roche:I am so grateful that you did this as a virtual workshop as travel is difficult for me 
and this way we all have a lower carbon footprint. 
  Mark Stern:Mark Stern The Nature Conservancy 
  R. Klavins 2:I’ve got a lot of questions on my mind today and understand others do too, so I understand 
they’ll not all be unanswered. I’ve appreciated this process so far! Especially Day 1! 
  Mike Anderson:Mike Anderson, Wilderness Society and Lakeview Stewardship Group 
  R. Klavins 2:This is often referred to as “temporary”. Isn’t it true that it wasn’t assigned an expiration 
date but rather was a placeholder until more holistic protections and plans were put in place like the 
NWFP on the west side? If so, why only look at protections for LOS & old growth in isolation at this time? 
  Barry Imler:Barry Imler: Fremont-Winema NF 
  Dave Wiley:Dave Wiley, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 
  Marilyn Miller:Question:  You have mentioned durability all three workshops.  How long do you want 
this amendment to the Eastside Screens to last? 
  Emily Platt:Marilyn - as management guidance in the NW tends to last longer than we anticipate, at 
least until forest plans are revised would be a safe assumption. 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Forest Plan amendment and monitoring experience. 
  Pam Hardy:I've been involved with a couple projects where we did a site-specific plan amendment. 
  Amanda Lindsay:Project level amendment experience. 
  Mike Anderson:very experienced with plan revisions elsewhere in the US 
  Ralph Saperstein:NA 
  Cooper Rodgers, BMBP:Project level Application  
  Bill Richardson:Followed and participated in Planning Rule Process, and engaged since then 
  Phil Chang:Phil Chang, candidate for Deschutes County Commissioner, formerly with the Deschutes 
Collaborative and with ODF 
  Kendall Cikanek:I've been involved in planning efforts on two forests under this rule. 
  Susan Jane Brown:worked on the development of the 2012 rule, defended it in court, co-chaired the 
FACA committee for implementation of the 2012 rule 
  Gary Bell, WA Dept of Fish & Wildlife:limited expeirence with forest plan revisions and project 
planning/implementation in WA state 
  Alison Arnold:Forest Plan Revision 



  Tom Partin 2: Worked with the Nez Clear to update their Forest Plan using the 2012 Forest Planning 
Regulations 
  Patty  Burel:If you have any questions about what Judy is sharing iwth you during this presentation, 
please type them into the chat pod. Thanks  
  Marilyn Miller:Question:  Who is the main wildlife biologist working on this? 
  Emily Platt:We have two wildlife biologists on our team, Barbara Garcia and Bill Gaines. 
  Mike Anderson:That was a really excellent overview of the 2012 planning rule and its relation to this 
amendment process. 
  Emily Platt:Rob had a question earlier that's hard to answer in a chat - we could talk about it in a break-
out? 
  R. Klavins 2:Process questions are very much a part of the social dynamics, and as you point out they 
are very relevant to the “durability” of whatever decision may come out of this process. The USFS has 
presented three presentations on this topic, but the moderator has sidestepped questions and 
comments asserting that they weren’t relevant. Will that change today? 
  Marilyn Miller:Question: Will there be a presentation to the Deschutes Collaborative Forest Project?  
All of my steering committee and restoraton planning members are not on these presentations 
  Mark Stern:Does an amendment to the 21" rule within the wildlife standards need to be consistent w 
Ecology Standards? 
  Emily Platt:I don't think we've intended to side-step any questions. Please put them out there and if we  
don't have time to answer them, we can alsways talk later.  
  Andrea:Mark all of the substantive requirements will be reviewed. 
  R. Klavins 2:It’s not a question, but I think it’s important for the USFS to know that this process is 
polarizing and has already been incredibly divisive in collaboratives. 
  Marilyn Miller:I don't think Karen Coulter is looking at a computer.  Can you ask her? 
  Emily Platt:Marilyn - we presented to one Deschutes collaborative group on Tuesday. Maybe there is 
another?  
  Marilyn Miller:It was brief but yes I was there. Thank you. 
  Mike Anderson:36 CFR 219.6(c) says that an assessment is optional for a plan amendment. 
  R. Klavins 2:Will important and relevant process questions be answered today? 
  Emily Platt:Rob, please ask them and we'll do our best.  
  Kathleen S. Roche:How fast do trees grow on these forests --so how long to go from 18" -21" 
  Carrie Spradlin 2:Mark Stern: Does an amendment to the 21" rule within the wildlife standards need to 
be consistent w Ecology Standards? The answer is yes - we would be amending only the Wildlife 
Standard and the 21 inch standard there. The ecology standard  (HRV analysis) is related but would still 
be in the Screens. 
  R. Klavins 2:On Monday, independent scientists raised some serious concerns about the USFS’s science 
takeaways. On Wednesday those concerns were dismissed as “minority” and “contrarian” positions. I 
don’t think they’d agree with that assessment when looking at ecological science rather than from a 
forestry perspective. How do you define them as minority views? Furthermore, aren’t minority positions 
a key piece of the best available science and the way science progresses? 
  Carrie Spradlin 2:Kathleen S. Roche: How fast do trees grow on these forests --so how long to go from 
18" -21" -- Kathleen the answer if pretty variable depending on how productive the site is where the 
trees are growing. This could be anywhere from  a handful of years to decades. 
  Andrea:Requirements specific to amending the plan can be found at 36 CFR 219.13.  NEPA 
requirements are specifically at 36 CFR 219.13(b)(3). 
  Emily Platt:R Klavins: We will be considering the full body of relevant science in our analysis,. 
  Marilyn Miller:Question for Shane:  is it possible to lower the 21 inch standard to a lower diameter. 18 
inch dbh? or is the only option to get rid of the 21 inch standard? 



  Shane Jeffries:Hi Marilyn, as I mentioned no options on the table yet, but open to all options including 
a lower standard as you describe 
  Mike Anderson:Do social attitudes toward old growth vary between urban and rural areas?   
  Marilyn Miller:Thank you Shane 
  R. Klavins 2:As you said, economics play an important role. However the screens were not about 
economics, so how do USFS sociologists and others justify changing them based on economic factors? 
  Marilyn Miller:Question for Shane:  Is it possible to have both an age standard and a diameter 
standard?  Instead of just picking one of those to use? 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Carrie Spradlin: thanks but still want a range of values.  In the last 25 years since the 
21" rule --how fast did forest trees grow.  How many addtional large trees do we have and how many 
have we lost to fire, disease and/or insects?  
  Emily Platt:R Klavins: I don't think that's a fair characterization. 
  Tiesha Street:Chat was reaching maximum capacity. It has been saved and cleared to continue 
conversation and questions. 
  Marilyn Miller:Question for SJ:  Was Big Mosequito objected to formally through the NEPA process? 
  Susan Jane Brown:yes 
  Marilyn Miller:SJ, thank you 
  Tom Spies:With regard to quesiton from Pat Hardy and Kathleen Roche.  We have not conducted an 
analysis of how the amount of big/old trees has changed over the last 25 years.  We have data that 
could be used to answer that quesiton.  I would guess that they have increased in 25 years.   
  Pam Hardy:Thanks, Tom. 
  R. Klavins 2:Zach, thanks for clarifying the specifics of the very narrow situations where large trees 
were allowed to be killed (still not sure if all were "harvested" or if some were left on site).  
  Marilyn Miller:Zach:  What is S/T costs mean? 
  King Williams 3:S/T is Stump To Truck  
  Marilyn Miller:King - thank you 
  Rory Isbell:"I would guess that they have increased in 25 years." If true this, means the wildlife 
standard is working. 
  Paula Hood:The USFS apologized for their mistakes made in relation to riparian thinning in the Big 
Mosquito sale, as they conducting thinning along Bear Creek in violation of a objection resolution 
agreement with BMBP. However, while that thinning was in the RHCA, its still an example of shifting 
species composition in which the 'treatment' seemed counterproductive to ecological values such as 
snags and downed wood, healthy soils, and more. I invite folks (after the session) to view the before and 
after pics. 
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbluemountainsbiodiversityprojec
t.org%2F2480-
2%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cea5b4f53f94b41e3d31708d7f9228fc3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee
03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637251799146928439&amp;sdata=WUm8A0cxjrAbWbJcvwh3nhc%2Bhm%
2BNdy5x513e1pa7obE%3D&amp;reserved=0  
  David Mildrexler:It is widely agreed that dry forest restoration requires returning for maintenance 
burning at regular intervals. Since removing large grand fir trees is a one-off , what is the plan to fund 
long-term maintenance needs associated with dry forest restoration?  
  Emily Platt:David Mildrexler: That's an important question but beyond the scope of this project.  
  Zach Williams:Rob, if large young gf was found in units that has those prescriptions and fell within the 
cut guidlelines then it was cut, otherwise, they were left on site. 
  R. Klavins 2:A lot of these unanswered questions seem to point to the need to expand the scope of this 
review as intended when the placeholder screens were put into place. 
  R. Klavins 2:Thanks Zach. 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbluemountainsbiodiversityproject.org%2F2480-2%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cea5b4f53f94b41e3d31708d7f9228fc3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637251799146928439&amp;sdata=WUm8A0cxjrAbWbJcvwh3nhc%2Bhm%2BNdy5x513e1pa7obE%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbluemountainsbiodiversityproject.org%2F2480-2%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cea5b4f53f94b41e3d31708d7f9228fc3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637251799146928439&amp;sdata=WUm8A0cxjrAbWbJcvwh3nhc%2Bhm%2BNdy5x513e1pa7obE%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbluemountainsbiodiversityproject.org%2F2480-2%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cea5b4f53f94b41e3d31708d7f9228fc3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637251799146928439&amp;sdata=WUm8A0cxjrAbWbJcvwh3nhc%2Bhm%2BNdy5x513e1pa7obE%3D&amp;reserved=0
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fbluemountainsbiodiversityproject.org%2F2480-2%2F&amp;data=02%7C01%7C%7Cea5b4f53f94b41e3d31708d7f9228fc3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0%7C0%7C637251799146928439&amp;sdata=WUm8A0cxjrAbWbJcvwh3nhc%2Bhm%2BNdy5x513e1pa7obE%3D&amp;reserved=0
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  R. Klavins 2:So cut and harvested or left alone. None killed and left on site. 
  R. Klavins 2:? 
  Andrew Taylor:Agreed with R Klavins. This is too large a change for such a narrowly scoped project 
  Marilyn Miller:Comment:  Do not do this under an EA or especially a CE.  This must be done under an 
EIS!! 
  Phil Chang:This was a very interesting example project. As we talk about a broad scale policy change 
like a 6-Forest amendment, do you picture approaches like what was used in the Big Mosquito project 
being applied across projects on all 6 Forests? How do you generalize the approach from a project like 
this across a broad 6-Forest area? 
  R. Klavins 2:Seems to point to the political and economic reasons this is happening. 
  Emily Platt:R Klavins: A larger and more in depth look could certainly be taken with a full forest plan 
revision. We don't think that's necessary for the small scope of this project.  
  Veronica Warnock:Things "beyond the scope of the project" must still be consdidered in forthcoming 
analysis when determining impacts and thus what decision best acheives the (undisclosed) purpose of 
this amendment.   
  Zach Williams:Rob, if they fell within the prescriptions then they were either cut and removed or cut 
and left on site. 
  R. Klavins 2:Small scope of allowing the logging of the big old trees on 6 national forests? That's a 
pretty big impact!  
  R. Klavins 2:Thanks Zach. I got it now! 
  Emily Platt:Veronica: Agreed, and since this is pre-NEPA I can understand the discomfort.  
  Marilyn Miller:I do not consider an amendment that covers SIX national forests "small scope" 
  Paula Hood:can the FS provide a copy of the aging guidelines for grand fir that are communicated in 
logging contracts? 
  Veronica Warnock:A lot of questions have been dismissed as beyond the scope of the project but even 
if that is the case they are still relevant 
  R. Klavins 2:Thank you Veronica. 
  David Mildrexler:It is widely agreed that dry forest restoration requires returning for maintenance 
burning at regular intervals. Since removing large grand fir trees is a one-off , what is the plan to fund 
long-term maintenance needs associated with dry forest restoration?  
  Kathleen S. Roche: Cutting these old trees would qualify as irreversible and irretrievable committment 
of resource.  
  Tom Partin 2:The Big Mosquito Project had a lot of support--how can we duplicate it on other Forests 
without doing forest plan amendments on each project and run the risk of litigation.   
  R. Klavins 2:Sounds like there were some very specific circumstances that allowed for agreement on Big 
Mosquito. 
  Marilyn Miller:I did not support the Big Mosquito project 
  R. Klavins 2:Giving an inch (one project) and taking a mile (6 National Forests) is dicey. 
  R. Klavins 2:And makes those leaps of faith harder to make in the future. 
  Patty  Burel:anyone in the main room? 
  Devin McMahon:Only the notetaker 
  Tiesha Street:Devin, I can move you if you would like to participate in one of the groups? 
  Devin McMahon:If that works for you. I may hang up if I'm not needed 
  Patty  Burel:Tiesha I need to have karen move al;sop///s she is just on the phone..do you have an 
access room?oh 
  Devin McMahon:But I am happy to take notes 
  Patty  Burel:breka out room 
  Tiesha Street:Have Karen dialed into room 10 Access 5257953# 



  Kendall Cikanek:Kendall Cikanek, District Ranger, Whitman Ranger District WWNF 
  Patty  Burel:Everyone is in a breakour room right now. If  you would like to join the discussions please 
let me know.  
  Patty  Burel: We will come back into the main room as a large group at 3:37 p.m.  
  Patty  Burel: If you are coming out of a breakout group, please dial back into the main room at 888-
844-9904, access code 1625330 
  Marilyn Miller:Breakout room three should all be back 
  Marilyn Miller:Comment:  my main take-away is that we had a really good note taker that wrote all our 
comments done clearly 
  Pam Hardy:It will be helpful to have a clear standard 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Some folks see that everything is open for agreement. Others want actions based on 
science.  Hard to resolve those two positions. 
  Marilyn Miller:down not done 
  Andy Geissler:communication on the breakout sessions is much more effective than with the large 
group--particularly how the chat box is used 
  R. Klavins 2:Main takeaway - This is controversial, complicated, and consequential. 
  Ralph Saperstein:The process really seems to be focused on developing a constructive amendment for 
the six forests. 
  Doug H:some people trust the agency to exercise discretion to do the right thing, even though they 
have many incentives not to. 
  Maren Peterson:The "small amendment" change is actually a really large change and issue and needs 
more discussion and work. 
  Cooper Rodgers, BMBP:My main take away is that there is widespread disagreement over whether the 
Eastside Screens should be ammended at all, and a sense that this is an inoportune time to do so  
  Mike Anderson:make sure that tribes are able to meaningfully participate in this process during the 
Pandemic; if not, the process should be postponed until they are prepared. 
  Kevin Vella:Differing strategies to a shared goal of healthy forests for water, wildlife, and 
socioeconomic values. 
  Tom Partin 2:The discussion shouldn't be about diameter size only, but rather long-term forest health 
and getting back to stands that exhibit Historic Range of Variability  
  Rory Isbell:Effects on widlife of amending the wildlife standard should be disclosed in any 
environmental analysis. 
  Marilyn Miller:Take away:  Controversial and not everyone supports this 
  Jamie Dawson:Main takeaway: Y’all have a tough decision ahead! There definitely is not consensus on 
if or how to best do this.  
  Tom Casselman:NFS proposal will need to define clear, specific standards. 
  Carrie Spradlin 2:People really care about this issue: big, old trees and our forests - although folks may 
not always agree on the "how" 
  Cherilyn Ashmead:There are limitations to scope of the amendment is addressing that may exlude 
some BAS and viable solutions or improvements.  
  Gayle Casselman:As always, there are so many viewpoints and professional/economic interests to be 
considered that it's a challenge to reach consensus &/or find a clear way forward which accommodates 
(at least to some degree) everyone's particular interest(s). Meanwhile, the forests continue to need 
huge degrese of restoration, resiliency, and fire management. 
  Pam Hardy:I'd like to see an analysis of what's threatening old growth, and where it's thriving.  I think 
this would help us define ways to continue to enhance it. 
  Doug H:there are many restoration activities that are much higher priority than removing large trees. 
the agency should focus on those. 



  Andy Geissler:supporters of an amendment became more evident during the breakout sessions, as 
opposed to the general meeting chat room which seemed to largely represent a few attendees who 
oppose the rule 
  Jamie Dawson:For the record, I wouldn't agree with Andy's take on our breakout room.  
  R. Klavins 2:Ditto Jamie. 
  Veronica Warnock:Ditto 
  Jamie Dawson:We are grateful for this public engagement opportunity! But please remember that the 
large majority of the American public who also owns these lands are unable to be a part of these 
conversations for many reasons (including  but not limited to the ongoing pandemic). 
  Irene Jerome:Our breakout room had a respectful and productive discussion. There was some 
consensus that the 21" rule needs to be modernized. 
  R. Klavins 2:The rule could be strengthened. 
  Veronica Warnock:Strong sideboards, aka standards, are needed to protect large and old dead and live 
trees reduce controversary and allow for effienct landscape restoration  
  Marilyn Miller:Ditto Jamie.  Our breakout room did not support getting rid of the 21 inch rule 
  Kathleen S. Roche:I did not feel that consensus or express that opinion refoerred to by Irene. 
  James Dickinson:Thank you to Breakout #5 - I appreciated your perspectives and time. 
  Kerry Kemp:Thanks James for facilitating a great, respectful disscussion. 
  Barbara Garcia:Thank you to all the folks in breakout room 2. I appreciate the time I had with you 
today, and thanks to Darci for taking notes.  
  Jamie Dawson:Yes, Kerry - agreed! Thanks to Emily. Our conversation was not simple but definitely 
respectful and productive.  
  R. Klavins 2:So full speed ahead? 
  Marilyn Miller:Shane:  What is the timeline for the fscoping letter? 
  Kathleen S. Roche:Be usre to answer why here, why now. 
  Veronica Warnock:Process concerns are not being addressed. That is concerning. This process needs to 
be slowed down. 
  Nunzie Gould:I would like to be kept informed before any draft analysis is completed.  Will there be 
opportunity for the public to adobe connect to your process? if so which dates? and please add me to 
your outreach list.  
  Rory Isbell:Agree with Doug H. above - other more pressing restoration needs should be prioritized. 
  Kathleen S. Roche:I think it is against policy to delegate to Shane --so be sure to justify that. 
  Tom Partin 2:Thank you to the Forest Service for taking an in depth look at the East Side Screens and 
what is working and what is not.  Industry will always be a partner in your efforts to improve forest 
health and contribute to restoration.  
  R. Klavins 2:Please do consider the unaddressed comments and questions 
  Kevin Vella:Thank you all for the ability to comment and engage! 
  Cherilyn Ashmead:Thank you! 
  R. Klavins 2:Thank you 
  Ralph Saperstein:Will the notes from the presenations be available? 
  Audrey Maclennan:Please visit our website for meeting recording and information about future 
engagement opportunities: 
https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fgo.usa.gov%2FxvV4X&amp;data=
02%7C01%7C%7Cea5b4f53f94b41e3d31708d7f9228fc3%7Ced5b36e701ee4ebc867ee03cfa0d4697%7C0
%7C0%7C637251799146928439&amp;sdata=X6HI78ohPPVbU4zu2trdBDBnnC2dLtR%2FhXfonCMOWA8
%3D&amp;reserved=0 
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